Abstract-As the adoption of grid technology moves from science to industry, new requirements arise. In todays grid middlewares, the notion of paying for a job is a secondary requirement. In addition, the concept of selling computational power on a market is not established. On the other hand, the lack of billing capabilities hinders the commercial adoption.
I. INTRODUCTION
Job schedulers for distributed systems usually aim at the optimization of metrics like throughput or response time. With the advent of grid computing, other metrics such as file transfer times are used during scheduling. We argue that privacy issues and price are important in commercial grid use cases and need to be incorporated as well.
For example, consider a service provider which offers simulation software as a service. The user defines the job and transfers the input data to the service provider. It is up to the service provider to find suitable resources and forward the data -however, since the input data might be confidential, some resource providers might not be acceptable to this specific user.
In addition, different resource providers compete on a market for computational resources in terms of prices and speed. From the viewpoint of a resource provider, the user must be able to pay for the job execution. The service provider fulfills the role of a broker which ensures that payments will be made. In the case of execution failure, the service provider needs to determine which entity bears the responsibility and arrange appropriate penalty payments.
In this paper, we present the scheduling protocol of Calana. It distinguishes the roles of a resource provider, a user and a broker that coordinates requests and offers. We argue that it is not possible to do scheduling completely without user interaction because commercial computations often deal with confidential data -only the user can decide whether to trust a resource provider or not. The protocol finds a contract between user and resource provider. It ensures the accountability of the whole computation.
The paper is structured as follows: In the first section, we present the use cases with more details and derive the requirements for a scheduler. We then discuss the scheduling protocol in sections III and IV. The verification of the protocol is presented in section V. Related work is given in section VI and we conclude in section VII.
II. GRID USE CASES IN COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
We describe two use cases more detailed and derive the requirements for scheduling in similar scenarios. For the discussion of the use cases, we use the following terminology:
1) A user is the consumer of a grid service.
2) A resource provider is an organization that provides computational and data resources to users for money. Typically, resource provider and users are not part of the same organization. 3) A service provider provides services to users while utilizing the resources of resource providers. Platforms like Amazons Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) show the great interest in using remote resources dynamically for a certain fee [1] . Regarding the quality of the resource two metrics are used today: monetary price and performance, i.e. computation speed or network bandwidth.
In the German project PartnerGrid, we cooperate with simulation software providers. Our requirements are derived from their usage scenarios, which we outline below.
A. Metal Casting Simulations
MAGMASOFT is a simulation tool chain for casting simulation. The user defines the geometry of the cast along with material and casting parameters and simulates the casting process. Based on the simulation results, the mold might be adjusted until certain properties are fulfilled -then, the real part will be casted. The application consists of a front end with built in visualization capabilities. The simulation is encapsulated in a backend which can be executed on the user's desktop, on a compute cluster or in a grid environment.
The specification of the mold contains a lot of knowledge of the user and is critical for the successful casting of highly specialized parts. A competitor could learn a lot from these input files. It is therefore not acceptable to the user to have a job running "somewhere" on the grid -confidentiality must be guaranteed for the job. A potential resource provider must provide a security certification. These may be issued by a third party which ensures that certain standards are met.
B. Numerical Forming Simulations
GNS provides users from mainly the automotive industry with forming simulation software in order to calculate stresses and other material properties after the forming process. This allows the user to predict the behavior of the manufactured parts in the application. As in the MAGMASOFT use case, the way of manufacturing the parts contains a lot of knowledge and must not be revealed to competitors.
In addition, users demand control over price and performance. If a project deadline is close, users are willing to spend more money for a computation. If the job completion is not critical, they want to save money. Resource providers have the opportunity to define different pricing schemes. For example, if a grid resource is underutilized, the resource provider might offer a discount rate to cover the availability cost without a margin.
C. Requirements for scheduling
As the scenarios above show, it is important to users to be able to identify the provider actually executing their jobs. A scheduler suitable for these use cases must provide the following features:
1) The user must be able to identify the resource provider and approve it.
2) The user must be able to give his job different priorities and exploit the underlying market for resources. In addition to the user's requirements the resource and service provider have additional requirements. When resources are provided on a per-usage basis, the provider needs to be able to examine the credit rating of the user for a specific job before accepting it. The broker needs to account for the jobs and needs an audit trail in order to be able to pin problems.
As Cheliotis et al. recommend, we use an auction to determine prices dynamically for each job [2] . A broker maps current job requests to allocations using an auctioning scheme. The broker incorporates pricing and performance information in its decision. In addition, the user can specify a tradeoff between price and performance. We discussed the market mechanism in an earlier paper [3] .
We have developed a protocol that satisfies these needs and formally verified several properties. In the next sections, we present the core ideas, while the verification is presented in section V.
III. OVERVIEW OF THE PROTOCOL
Calana is a grid scheduling framework. In contrast to other systems, it is not composed of an information system and a scheduling daemon but uses a distributed agent-oriented architecture. Figure 1 shows the typical environment of Calana. We distinguish scheduling from job management in the sense that scheduling decides where to run a job, while job management is concerned with how the job is executed, e.g. when to initialize data transfers. A workload manager is responsible for the execution of a task and serves as a "proxy" for the user. It contacts the broker which starts an auction for the job. The agents receive the auction request and decide to bid. When the auction has timed out, the best bid is offered to the workload manager. If the bid is accepted, the workload manager contacts the agent in order to get the endpoint address for the corresponding igor 1 . Igor is the entity actually executing the job -this can be a single node or a cluster system. The agent and the igor are closely coupled and exchange job and resource states frequently. The workload manager now contacts the igor directly in order to run the job.
We divide a job execution in three phases: First, an allocation needs to be made. This involves negotiating with resource providers, in our case through an auction. The second phase encapsulates the execution of the job. Finally, we need to account for the job -depending whether the job was successfully executed.
In addition to the requirements in section II, we have these nonfunctional requirements:
1) The messages need to be exchanged asynchronously. Since the events occur asynchronously, this is a natural requirement. 2) Eventually, the job state must be the same for all stakeholders. 3) Both user and provider must be able to cancel the allocation at all times. The purpose of the broker is to mediate between the workload manager and the providers. It handles the negotiation and decides which provider offered the best bid. After the allocation is set, it forwards certain messages to the contract parties, i.e. a ProviderCancel message to inform the workload manager that a job cannot be handled by a provider (of course, a penalty for the provider occurs). All messages are sent to the broker and forwarded to its final destination if necessary -the broker forms a messaging bus. Please note that the broker daemon can be distributed itself to prevent bottlenecks.
It is not advisable to have more than one logical broker implemented. It would be very difficult to prevent collusion effects like information trade in such a system [4] . In addition, the broker can record audit information easily.
We develop a set of state models in order to keep the job state consistent in the whole grid. Please note that we try to represent the job state -in all subsequent models, we omit the fact that a service itself has a state as well (it may be running, provisioned or down).
A. The Job State Model
Since the job state model is the common ground for all daemons, we adhere to the upcoming OGSA-BES standard in order to preserve the compatibility to other infrastructures [5] . The OGSA-BES model is shown in figure 2 . A successful job starts in the state Pending, changes to Running while the job is executed, and finishes afterwards. If the job crashes, its state is Failed. A user can abort the job, updating the state to Terminated. This simple model represents a common ground for many grid infrastructures. It is possible to extend the model by introducing sub states: for example, one might model file staging by adding two sub states Running:Stagein and Running:Stageout to the Running state. Another entity not aware of these sub states will perceive them as the state Running, thus preserving the meaning.
Calana extends the BES model as shown in figure  3 . The Pending state reflects the negotiation process which must happen before the execution can start. In addition, the Finished state is divided in two parts: Finished:Closing reflects that the job has ended successfully while Finished:Closed is only entered if both workload manager and provider have acknowledged.
B. The Resource State Model
For a meaningful coupling of the Calana resource broker with the execution layer, we need a model of the resource's behavior, see fig. 4 . We assume that each resource is capable of running one job at any time. The resource starts in the Down state. It then may be booted, a middleware component may need to be started. Once it is fully usable, it reaches the state Ready where it is capable of executing jobs. If a job can be started successfully, the resource is in the state Running. A job may then terminate either successfully or fail -in either case, the resource will be in the Ready state again.
If the resource is not executing a job, it can be shut down administratively. In the case of a resource failure, the state will change from either Running or Ready to Down. Please note that this state change might not be visible from the execution layer point of view -if the kernel crashes, a middleware component cannot change the state any more. But for another system, this change can be perceived -e.g. heartbeats might not be received any more.
If a job runs, there are three possible transitions: Either a job fails due to resource failure, then the job is in the state Terminated -it is the responsibility of the job management to get the resource back into the state Free (not shown in the diagram). Another possibility is a user cancellation -the resource cancels the job and returns to Free. Usually, the job terminated just because it is finished -so the resource is in the state Free as well.
It turns out that a monolithic Ready state is not sufficient for the coupling of the execution layer with the management layer. We introduce sub states as follows:
1) A resource is in the sub state Ready:Free if it is currently not processing a job -there is also no reservation for a job. Therefore, an administrative shutdown is possible in this state. 2) If the resource is reserved by the management layer, the resource is in the state Ready:Reserved. If the reservation is canceled, the state changes to Ready:Free again. 3) Otherwise, the job may be started. In this case, the resource changes to the Ready:Starting state. Note that the transition "startJob" is the attempt to start the job, involving all necessary operations. The start might fail, e.g. because the input data staging failed -the resource changes to Ready:Free in this case. Otherwise, the job has started successfully and the resource is in the state Running. Please note that the resource model is an important part of the Calana protocol, but not discussed below explicitly.
IV. THE PROTOCOL
The protocol specification consists of two parts: The definition of the individual messages as an XML Schema and the definition of the behavior of the daemons. The latter is described using PROMELA, the input language of the protocol verifier SPIN [6] . It is possible to use linear temporal formulae to prove properties of the overall system automatically. We will discuss some properties later in section V.
A complete discussion of the model would be too long for this paper -please refer to the extended edition. We introduce the protocol by giving some examples of possible message exchanges. The protocol has two parts: The workload manager-broker protocol and the broker-provider protocol. Both are nested: The interaction between the workload manager and broker triggers interaction between the broker and the providers.
A. Use case: successful execution of a job
In this first use case we demonstrate the successful execution of a job. The allocation is made and the corresponding igor runs the job without any problems, see fig. 5 . The first message is sent from the igors to their agents in order to notify them that the igor is available for jobs. The workload manager starts the scheduling process by sending a BookingRequest to the broker. The latter then starts an auction by broadcasting a BookingRequest to all attached providers. The providers may now consider this request and choose to answer with a bid. Before the bid is sent, a reservation message tells the igor that it might be running a job in the next time, thus preventing it to shut down. The broker selects the best bid and sends an AuctionAccept message to the winning provider and broadcasts a AuctionDeny message to the others. If a provider receives the AuctionDeny message, it sends a removeReservation message to its igor. So far, there is no binding contract between the workload manager and the provider. This is achieved in the next phase: the broker sends a Booked message to the workload manager. The workload manager can now decide whether to accept the offer or not, possibly interacting with its user. At this point, the user can decide whether the proposed resource is acceptable, i.e. from a security viewpoint. When accepting the bid, the workload manager will respond with the Confirm message. As soon as the broker has received it, there is a binding contract between the provider and the workload manager. The terms of the contract will now be billed.
The broker now forwards this message to the provider. The workload manager and provider systems may now interact directly in order to process the requested job, which is out of the scope of the broker. In this example, the workload manager sends a "startJob" message directly to the igor. In real implementations, this would be replaced by several calls, e.g. to transfer files and various job control commands. These invocations must always occur between the workload manager and the igor directly.
When the job finishes, the igor sends a "terminateJob success" message to the provider. The broker is notified by receiving a Closed message from the provider. Although this could also be done directly between the workload manager and the provider, the broker needs to be notified for accounting purposes. The broker then forwards the message to the workload manager. Both Closed messages are acknowledged by a CloseAck message.
B. Use case: The provider cancels
During each phase of the protocol, it is possible that both workload manager and provider cancel the process. In order to account correctly for the failure, the broker needs to be notified as well. An example of provider cancellation is shown in fig.  6 .
In this case, the provider cancels the execution during the lifetime of the agreement of the job: The auction has finished and the workload manager agreed to the scheduling result. The job was started, but the igor failed to start the job. It notifies the provider. The provider itself sends a ProviderCancel message which may contain some information why the execution has failed, e.g. due to resource outtakes or segfault of the software.
The workload manager is notified, and both workload manager and broker acknowledge the result. The broker can then account for the failure and move the corresponding money back. If a reliability metric is used during scheduling, it would also update the reliability score of the provider.
C. Use case: The workload manager cancels
In this use case, the workload manager cancels before he has confirmed a reservation, see fig. 7 . This might be the case because the proposed resource doesn't fulfill the user's non-technical requirements. This means since there was no commitment, no payment needs to be made. Again, the workload manager sends out a ConsumerCancel message. The broker forwards this to the winning provider, which responds with an ConsumerCancelAck message. It is forwarded to the workload manager. In the meantime the reservation of the igor is removed. 
V. VERIFICATION OF THE PROTOCOL
Since we intend to charge users real money for used services, we need to be certain that the protocol works as intended. In general, one can distinguish simulation and testing, deductive verification and model checking methods for the validation of complex applications [7] . Both simulation and testing observe the output of a system under a given input. In general, it is not possible to test or simulate all possible inputs, thus no complete verification is possible. In contrast, deductive and model verification allow a complete verification of a given model. Deductive verification is mostly a manual process and therefore time-consuming.
For our work, we choose model verification as verification technique. Model checking takes a model and a specification as input and checks whether the model fulfills the specification at all times . If not, a trace is given which allows the user to reconstruct the behaviour of the system leading to the specification violation.
We use SPIN to verify our model [6] . The models are specified in a C-like language calle PROMELA. A PROMELA model consists of the definition of processes and the messages which are exchanged through FIFO pipelines. This makes SPIN a good choice for the verification of distributed systems -SMV [8] for example employs data transfer via shared variables, which is not a good match for communication protocols. SPIN translates the model in finite state automata and enumerates all possible states of the whole model. It is possible to check for liveliness and deadlocks. In addition, one can check specifications written as linear temporal logic formulae.
The model has been verified completely without any restriction of the state-space. In order not to overlook any potential problems, we implemented the model in a generic way: For example, the provider winning an auction is chosen randomly. It is also possible to change the number of participating providers (and igors). The verification was executed on a 2.4 Ghz Opteron machine with 8GB RAM. The model took approx. 6 GB of RAM to run completely in 12 minutes. We were able to prove that the model is deadlock-free and alive for all system states.
We proved several specification properties with regard to the requirements of our customers (see section II-C). By construction of the protocol, the user can identify the provider and vice versa. In addition, they can use different metrics for the selection of the resource: price and performance are currently supported during the auction phase. Although not implemented at the moment, the broker could integrate a credit ranking for each user request so that providers can assess the user's request. Another option would be to integrate payment services with the broker directly. In the following sections, we present the verification of several important properties of the protocol itself. Since the broker needs to be able to provide accounting information the protocol must guarantee to deliver a unified view for all stakeholders.
The properties, given as linear temporal logic formulae, can be converted to Buechli-automata automatically. The Buechliautomata are then evaluated for all states of the model - usually, the property holds if the negated form of the corresponding Buechli-automaton does not terminate during the verification. The extended version of this paper contains an example. In order to simplify the verification, we introduced outcomes for all daemons, see table I. Each daemon updates the value of its outcome variable according to the messages it receives. It is now easy to verify properties based on the values of these variables. We also use the predicates defined in table I to refer to certain states of the underlying job. We use the symbol W for the workload manager, B for the broker and P for the provider which has won the auction. The other providers are not discussed here.
Amongst others, we have proven these properties for the protocol 2 :
1) The outcome of the workload manager is always defined: (W ∈ {U, BR, SE, FE, UC, PC}). Similar properties hold for the broker and provider daemons.
2) If the job has finished successfully, the broker records the outcome to be successful: (JFC → (B = SE)) 3) Eventually, the workload manager has the same outcome as the broker: (♦ (W = B) = P)). The broker and the provider have eventually the same outcome if the booking was not rejected: ((¬BR) → ♦ (P = B))). 4) If the consumer cancels a job, he must pay for it -except the job ended earlier or the provider canceled. In the latter case, the provider cancellation has a higher priority than the consumer's cancellation:
If the provider cancels an already confirmed job, it needs to pay for it -except the job finished earlier:
VI. RELATED WORK Commercial offerings of computational resources are still niche products. Amazon's EC2 is amongst the popular ones, but SUN and IBM offer on-demand access to their datacenters as well [1] . So far, these vendors address mostly business consumers and maintain a closed-environment infrastructure -it is not possible to access all resources using e.g. Globus as a middleware. On the other hand, scientific grid initiatives like the German D-Grid are opening towards the commercial use of their infrastructures. We believe that computing power will be easily accessible in the future using standardized middlewares.
We envision a market for computational resources with a need for brokering services such as Calana. Cheliotis et al. share this vision and strongly vote for using markets in order to coordinate the demand and offer of computational power [2] . They also advocate the use of real money instead of an artificial intermediate currency as a way of simplifying the valuation of grid resources. Buyya et al. suggest an adaptive scheduling algorithm to prioritize the jobs based on their desired deadlines given a fixed budget [9] , while Ernemann et al. focus on agents with strategies [10] . Early works include Waldspurgers Spawn architecture [11] . We have presented our market architecture in an earlier paper [3] .
There is a lot of literature available concerning the design of electronic markets. Auctions provide an easy way of coordinating demand and supply in various markets, ranging from flowers to next generation mobile network frequencies [12] [4]. The discussion of the economic theory is out of the scope of this paper.
For a market to be successful, it needs to show correct behaviour under all circumstances. Various ways of collusion can destroy the trust in a market quickly. The field of agentbased computational economics provides a lot of information regarding the construction of markets and strategies for agents [13] [14] .
There are first steps towards the adoption of market-based use of computational resources. The GRAAP-RG of the Open Grid Forum has published the "Web Services Agreement Specification" which specifies how to use webservice calls to find agreements between two parties [15] . However, there is no integration with the execution layer or a market. This makes it difficult to provide billing services since the real outcome of a job is not known.
On the other hand, the software systems implementing the market need to be solid as well. We found the model checking approach to be very beneficial to the development of our protocol. There are several systems for model checking available, including SMV [8] and SPIN [6] [16] . Other systems like Bandera [17] or Java Pathfinder [18] aim at the automatic extraction of models from source code, e.g. given in Java.
Since we developed the model before we actually implemented it, these tools do not provide any advantage for us. SPIN has been used in many applications, e.g. the verification of a space craft controller [19] . Kuo et al. presented a verification of a resource allocation protocol for grid environments [20] . We are not aware of any other formal verification in the field of grid scheduling.
VII. CONCLUSION
The Calana protocol has been implemented in both simulations and real implementations. We allow users to identify the resource providers and exploit competition through market prices. Both users and providers can cancel the job at any time -the broker will assign penalties for this. The broker can provide a complete audit trail of a job -we can guarantee that all stakeholders eventually assume the same state for the job.
There are still open tasks, mainly from the area of bidding strategy and job estimates. For example, even when the application runtime is known in advance, it is difficult to orchestrate file transfers such that all input files are available for the job on time. In addition, it will be necessary to incorporate software licenses in the scheduling process.
We also intend to couple the broker with a billing and accounting service that can provide user accounts. This way, the broker could check the financial standing of a user before making contracts.
